Helpful information for Not-for-Profits,
Individuals and Businesses during the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Best Song of the Week:

Red Dress by Amanda Rheaume
I see the…
line of all the broken
hearts
Lining up to tell their side
To the already one sided
told story

Years of cycles in my
mind
It seems to be the ones
we love
Somewhere I learned to
say I was sorry
Take me down to the
river
City lights in my eyes
I've got my red dress on
tonight.
Take me down to the
river
City lights are in my
eyes
I've got my red dress on
tonight
I've got my red dress on
tonight

I never wanted to be a
drifter
I am a woman with no
worth
Somewhere, I learned to
say I was sorry

Interview on page 9!

'Red Dress' is meant to honour the over 1180
Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women and
Girls in Canada and raise awareness for this
tragic and ongoing issue. -Amanda Rheaume

©2016 Amanda Rheaume
BUY ON ITUNES: https://
itunes.apple.com/ca/album/
red…
All proceeds will be donated
to the Native Women's
Association of Canada,
Safety and Violence
Prevention Program.

Special Thanks to Jaime
Black and the REDress
Project.
http://www.redressproject.org

We are looking for the
best ‘theme’ songs to
identify with the COVID
Crisis. Send us your
suggestions for top
pick of the week:
info@volunteergp.com

The Community Village
P: 780-538-2727 | F: 780-539-5986
Building C - 10116-102 Avenue E: info@volunteergp.com
Grande Prairie, AB T8V 1A1
www.volunteergp.com

@gpvsb

A simple note to reader: This is our final edition on
our special featuring the impact of the pandemic on
women.
The great thing about writing with a computer is that if
you don’t like your opening sentence you can simply
swipe and delete. I’ve done that at least eight times
now on starting this opinion piece. That’s what it is,
an opinion, and like everyone else’s opinions mine
are forged through my beliefs, values, background
and experience. So take it or leave it, I’m good with
that.
So saying here is one of my favorite opinions that I
would like to share. It is important to note that the female gender represents 50% or more of the world
population. It is also important to note (that anyone within spending 5 minutes on the planet is instantly
made aware of) the other 50% of the population is considered superior. I know this because my mother
told me (I think it was at minute 4).
My opinion: Let’s get science based here – just for a second – To ensure that the human race continues
women and men have basic biological differences. Those biological differences are a scientific fact.
However, there is no scientific evidence that women are less intelligent, less financially savvy or less
capable of managing their own affairs than men are. There is no scientific evidence that women are more
emotional, weaker or less astute than men are. Yet these hang-around fictions continue to abound
through our society and across the world: and women are just as guilty as men of promoting these myths.
It is an unconscious bias and it is found everywhere even when women as ‘lessor than’ has been proven
to be false time and time again.
Comparative to the 2018 stats, 2019 changed to a stellar year for women. Women in record numbers
became elected representatives at every level of politics. The #Me Too movement generated
conversations and pushed forward an agenda of equality and respect. So just saying ‘we are committed’
was no longer acceptable employers and others were challenged to ‘make it happen.’
In the work world woman in Canada were making huge strides in the workplace
and closing the gender gap: (Source: Stats Canada)
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

“Violence against
women is a pervasive
violation of women’s
human rights and a
major impediment to
achieving gender
equality and social
inclusion of women “

81.9% of Canadian women work outside of the home in some capacity
Women who work full-time in Canada, make 26% less than men, on
average.
58% of degrees or post-secondary diplomas earned in Canada are
obtained by women
Lifetime earnings lost due to the wage gap could buy a house
80% of household chores are performed by women
– United Nations
Women contribute 46.7% of household incomes
44% of women report being happy in their job compared to 35% of
men.
Both girls and boys in Canada score above the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development average in Reading, Science and Math.

Continued on next page.

In the new reality, we may see this trend reversing. We know that women will be imperative to economic
recovery, however the reality is they may not be able to go back to work.
A recent Forbes article has a number of suggestions on how employers can help address this issue.
(source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/ellevate/2020/06/17/ )
The highlights:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Build awareness on the impact this crisis has on women
Ensure women are included in key decisions and influential positions
Support working parents
Offer and connect to resources
Address unconscious bias
Invest in women-focused employee resource groups and networks
Involve men in the conversation
Provide coaching, mentoring and training programs
Support communities, NGOs, and government partnerships

Contrary to another popular opinion most women do not want to be men. They simply want to be equal.
In elephants the matriarch leads the herd across the desert to a waterhole that no one knows about
except her. The herd follow her, as their survival is dependent upon her knowledge and wisdom. You can
note here that they are not following the bull: he’s off somewhere looking for a GPS.
CAP
https://www.theelders.org/news/covid-19-has-gifted-us-chance-end-gender-based-violence-we-must-take-it

https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/gender-equality/women-in-the-workplace-2019

Report of the Special
Rapporteur on the
rights of indigenous
peoples.
Read here

“It is impossible to
realize our goals
while discriminating
against half the
human race”
– Kofi Annan 2006
Stats Canada, 2009: Read full report here

Dr. Pamela Palmater:
Lawyer, Associate Professor,
and the Chair in Indigenous
Governance at Ryerson
University.

A conversation
with Pam
Palmater on
COVID, racism,
and Indigenous
communities

By Stephania Varalli I June 22, 2020 [*Excerpt]

Knowing that, do you think there has been
an appropriate response??
The COVID pandemic should have resulted in
a doubling of the effort to make sure that
Indigenous women and girls are taken care
of. That simply hasn’t been the case. There have been outbreaks in
prisons, and Indigenous women are the fastest-growing population and
already overrepresented in prisons — they represent 42 percent in
federal corrections alone. Indigenous girls represent as high as 98
percent of the youth corrections population.
So if you think about institutions and how they’re natural fermentors of
the pandemic because of the overcrowding, lack of hygiene, lack of
access to health care, then we know that Indigenous women and girls
are at the highest risk because they are overrepresented in all these
institutions. It’s just beyond belief that Canada didn’t immediately act on
Indigenous women and girls with the report, but didn’t also immediately
have a gendered pandemic plan for Indigenous women and girls, to
target them first and foremost for protection.
What gives you hope in all this?
I think the hope that I see is the ways in which specifically First Nations
and Indigenous women have addressed murdered and missing women
and girls, land-based protests and land-based defense, and even this
pandemic — by asserting their own sovereignty. And we may be doing
so in an underfunded capacity, in a marginalized, oppressed capacity, in
a context of ongoing genocide and pandemic risk — but we continue to
show our strength, and our resilience, and our leadership, and our
commitment to our sovereignty as nations, to continue to do this for our
people.
There are literally a thousand stories of Indigenous women and girls
serving their communities. They’re the most underserved, but they’re out
there volunteering for elders, they’re cleaning, they’re bringing supplies,
they’re advocating. They’re literally on the front line. And there are still
women out there on the front lines of land defense and that’s where I find
my hope. In the assertion and defense of our sovereignty and our
territory, despite the overwhelming and monumental barriers, and the risk
to our lives.…
[Read full article
here ]

Aluki Kotierk
HEADLINE: Nunavut
hamlets to deliver water to
Inuit households daily for
hand washing.
Read full story here

Lorraine Whitman
HEADLINE: NWAC
President Says COVID-19
Is Increasing Violence
Against Indigenous
Women.
Read full story here

Jocelyn Formsma
HEADLINE: 'Disrespectful':
Urban Indigenous
population feels shortchanged by federal
COVID-19 response.
Read full article here ]

The Chair in Indigenous Governance at Ryerson University, and The Canadian Feminist
Alliance for International Action (FAFIA), have submitted a report to the UN Special
Rapporteur on the rights of Indigenous Peoples, Jose Francisco Cali Tzay, outlining the
key impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on Indigenous women and girls in Canada.
Read the full report here.

Quick Facts
August 25, 2020

Aboriginal Mental
Health:
A Framework for
Alberta

OTTAWA-Indigenous services

minister announces $82.5M for
COVID-19-related mental health
needs
Read full story here

COVID-19:
Indigenous
awareness
resources

“In almost all of the discussions that I
have had with First Nations, Inuit and
Métis representatives since the beginning
of the pandemic, the importance of
recognizing and supporting mental
wellness as a core need of the COVID-19
response has been communicated
regularly. Community-driven, culturally
appropriate and timely mental health
supports are critical to promote the
well-being for anyone struggling to cope
with the added stress and anxiety the
COVID-19 pandemic has created.”
-The Honourable Marc Miller,
Minister of Indigenous Services

Read full report here

What did the right
eye say to the left
eye?
Between you and
me, something
smells.

Support
Women
During
COVID-19

Native Women’s
Association of
Canada

Funding Available
for Shelters
On-Reserve

Alberta Women
Entrepreneurs –
Resources

Keeping Indigenous
women, girls,
LGBTQ and TwoSpirit people safe

Click Here
Add your
organization to the
list of Coronavirus
responding
charities!

Indigenous people
and mental health
during the COVID19 pandemic

Government of
Canada COVID-19
Update for
Indigenous
Peoples and
communities

Quick Facts:
Economics + COVID-19 + Visible Minorities

Quick Facts:
Mental Health + COVID-19 + Visible Minorities
By Morneau Shepell I July , 2020



For the fourth consecutive month, the
ongoing impacts of the COVID-19
pandemic coupled with the increased
awareness and societal response to
anti-Black racism continue to have an
impact on the mental health of Canadians.



A worsening of mental health scores for
most non-White demographics is observed
in June, with improvement in July 2020



Females (-11.9) have a lower mental
health score than males (-8.8); and in
general, mental health scores improve
with age







the greatest increase in stress month over
month was for respondents living in
Ontario (59.0), followed by Alberta (58.9),
Manitoba (57.3), and British Columbia
(57.1).
Respondents identifying as Latin, South or
Central American have the greatest
increase in mental stress (67.9), followed
by those identifying as East Asian (62.1),
and South Asian (61.8).
Individuals identifying as Mixed (Other)
have the most modest increase in mental
stress (51.5), followed by respondents
identifying as Indigenous/Aboriginal (52.6),
and those identifying as Arab/Middle
Eastern/West Asian (54.5).

[*Excerpt: The Mental Health Index™ report . Read
full report here ]

High poverty rates among most visible minority
groups prior the COVID-19 pandemic make them
vulnerable to the financial impact of work
disruptions. Among the crowdsourcing participants
who were employed prior to work stoppages,
Whites and most visible minority groups reported
similar rates of job loss or reduced work hours,
although the rate was higher among Filipinos and
West Asians. However, the COVID-19 pandemic
generally had a stronger impact on visible minority
participants’ ability to meet financial obligations or
essential needs than for White participants, even
after taking into account group differences in job
loss, immigration status, pre-COVID employment
status, education, and other demographic
characteristics.
By Stats Canada I July , 2020 [ *Excerpt:
Read full report here]

Falling through the cracks, report: Women and minority business founders hit harder by economic impact of COVID-19
Perceptions of personal safety among population
groups designated as visible minorities in Canada
during the COVID-19 pandemic

National Survey Results: The Impact of
COVID-19 on the LGBTQI2S Community
> More than half (52%) of Canada’s LGBTQI2S
households have faced lay-offs or reduced employment
as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, compared
to 39% of overall Canadian households.

> The perceived negative impacts on mental health over
time increase exponentially for LGBTQI2S people with
nearly 60% of LGBTQI2S respondents reporting that
they expect their mental health to be negatively
impacted in the next 2 months compared to only 42% of
the general public.
[ Read full report here ]

10 key moments that have defined women's
rights in Canada.

1909 : An amendment to the Criminal Code
criminalizes kidnapping of women. Previously,
the abduction of a woman over the age of 16
was legal unless the woman was an heiress.

1921: British Columbia passes legislation
that gives women six weeks maternity
leave before and after giving birth. No other
province or territory has maternity leave
until 1964.

1884-1964: Starting in Ontario in 1884, the
creation of the Married Women’s Property
Act means that married Ontario women
have the same legal rights as men and can
purchase property. Manitoba is the next
province to follow suit in 1900 and
gradually other provinces and territories do
the same.

1916-1960: Caucasian women are slowly
given the right to vote in Canada, starting
with provincial elections in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta in 1916. By 1918,
all Caucasian women are able to vote in federal elections, but it takes until 1951 for
provincial voting privileges to extend to white
women in every province and territory. In
1960, Aboriginal women finally get the vote.

.
1929: Thanks to the petitions of Henrietta
Muir Edwards, Nellie McClung, Louise
McKinney, Emily Murphy and Irene Parlby,
women become persons under the law and
can hold political office. One year later,
Cairine Reay Wilson becomes the first
woman appointed to the Senate. Inspired?
But there are also many more Canadian
women who made an impact on us.
1985: Sections 15 and 28 of the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms come into
effect, establishing the constitutional right to
equality. The government cannot discriminate
against individuals based on their sex or
sexual orientation.

1993: Kim Campbell serves as Canada’s first
woman Prime Minister for less than five
months.

A Healthy Sleep not only makes your
life longer, but also shortens the
workday

1928: For the first time, Canada’s Olympic
Team includes female athletes.

1951: Ontario passes the Fair Employment
Practices Act (creating fines and a complaints
system to minimize discrimination) and the
Female Employees Fair Remuneration Act (to
tackle the gender wage gap)

1983: The passing of Bill C-127 makes
sexual assault (and rape) within the
context of marriage a crime.

FOR ANSWERS:
CLICK HERE

GRANDE PRAIRIE born country music
singer and songwriter Tenille Townes
has been named the 2020 Academy of
Country Music’s New Female Artist of
the Year. [ Read full story here ]

What do you call a
magic dog?
A Labracadabrador.

COVID CHRONICLES:
The Pink Files August, 2020
Name: Brandi
Age: 26
Race/ Ethnicity: First
Nations
Lived in GP: 1 Year
Vocation: Community
Support Worker
Employment Status:
Employed (Full-time)
Duration of Employment:
32.5 Months
Household: Brandi, Partner
(Male, 29 yr.), Son (4 yr.), Son (1 yr.)
Number of people employed in household: 2
_________________________________________
Describe a typical week-day pre-pandemic:
[My partner] would go to work at 6:30 AM and then me
and the boys would wake up. I would take them to
daycare and got to work and then after work I would pick
them up and make them supper than daddy would get
home and bath then bed.
How has your week-day routine changed since the
government shutdown in March?
Me and my partner were laid off. He was laid off in
mid-march and I was beginning of April. Then the kids
daycare closed down in March so we were all home for
2 months. When were home [my partner]
and I both were taking care of the children
full-time.
Has the pandemic had any financial
impact on your family?
I was on EI for 1 month and [my partner]
was on [CERB] for almost 3 months. My
savings is dilapidated, its non-existent…
[my partner and I] got a new job at the
end of June: he is in construction, roofing
and siding and I work as a Family Support
Worker...I think we will recover financially
in a few months. We are catching up now.
Do you have any concerns about your health in
relation to your exposure at work to the virus? ( i.e.
contracting or spreading the virus) ?
[At work]...I can’t transport [clients] … if they are sick. If

they are not sick we try and make it work with gloves and
masks and they sit in the back seat…We can still use our
office because we are on the 2nd floor [and] can meet all
the social distance standards. [We can work from home]
if we get sick. I have health issues and my son has health
issues ...that is nerve racking…
Did the government shutdown of daycare centers
impact your family in anyway? Any concerns for the
future?
Yes, finding childcare when I got tired was hard. I got
lucky that my sister is at home now...Because I go to
work she was nervous [at first] about me bringing it to her
house but we find a way to make it work...I go home and
change before I pick up my kids… At first I would phone
her when I was on my way to have the kids ready at the
door so I didn’t have to go in but she has seen how
serious I am about sanitizing and I bought this [sanitizer]
spray for the vehicle...so her fears are lessened now.
Do have any plans regarding school for your
children?
My sister...is going to home school mine and her son
during the day and tattoo at night.
In a situation where one of your children fall sick and
has to isolate, between your partner and yourself
who is most likely to take time off and stay with your
child?
Me because he works out of town
In a situation where your partner or yourself had to
leave employment who most likely would that be?
Probably my partner because it’s easier
for him to find a job in his field.
How has the pandemic impacted
gender roles within your household?
How is the unpaid labour distributed
within the household?
...It was different [my partner] had to do
a lot more than he normally would
because he usually works from 6:30 AM
to 8:00 PM., but him being home he
took on a lot more responsibility. Now
that he is out of town [working] we are
back to normal again of me taking care
of supper, baths , bed, getting them
ready in the morning.

Continued on next page.

I was doing my job in the bedroom…so he was taking
care of them, cooking for them. And when I got laid off we
would split the roles more...when I would cook, he would
watch them, he would bath them, put them to bed.
Because I was sick a lot he would get them up in the
morning and play with them and watch TV with them and
stuff.

time to yourself and I can see that it’s effecting you” ,
because again, my temper would get shorter. So ya, I
did end up overcompensating when I went back to work.
Can you elaborate on what impact has the pandemic
had on your relationship with your spouse?

[My partner] wasn’t used to me leaning on him a lot to
take the kids so I can go take a breather. He adapted
What impact has the pandemic had on your
well, I didn’t. I needed a lot more time [to adjust]...We are
relationship with your children?
actually a lot closer now and I think its because we got to
Working from [home] was really hard. I’d be on the phone know each other more. I didn’t realize… I’ve been with
and they would be banging on the door “Mommy,
him well almost for 4 years, well 3 years together and 4
Mommy!”. I love them but I love my breaks from them…
years total of seeing each other.. and didn’t realize how
My kids are a lot more clingy when they were going to
much.. of his habits annoy me? I just didn’t realize how
their Auntie’s for the first month. A lot of the time they
little we know each, like living together day to day is way
didn’t want to be dropped off , they were not used to me
different.. but now, we are a lot closer. We know each
being at home. My 4 year old started asking “mommy
other better, we communicate a lot better too.
why do you have to go to work?” , “can you not go to
work today and stay home?” Before I
Parents with kids ( <18 ) at home
How has the pandemic impacted you
went back to work I did have a way
social life?
shorter temper…very much shorter
I don’t have one anymore. Work and kids is
fuse. I started working when my
my normal now. I don’t have any social
oldest was 3 months and when my
life…I think its because a lot of my
youngest was 1 month so I'm not
friends...schedules are a lot different. A lot
used to being home with them at all.
of them switch jobs and its not even worth
Working is our normal, me going to
the risk to see people I guess. I only see
CMHA, 2020
work and them going to childcare so
the family [members] that I know wouldn’t
that was very, very different. It did
be exposed…their routines are set, and my routine is set
cause conflict in my relationship.
so there is no added risk.. the family that I know travels a
Have you experienced any “mommy guilt” during this
pandemic?
Ya, I did when I first started going back to work because
my babies were very used to seeing me all day. When I
would pick them up they would have attitude and I know
it’s because they were missing me.. they were sad
because we weren’t at home. So, ya I did have mommy
guilt for I would say a good 3-4 weeks and I over
compensated. When I was home I wouldn’t take a
break… not even a bath because I wanted to make up for
not being home all day. And I didn’t realize it, it was
actually [my partner] who said “ you are not even taking
Parents with kids ( <18 ) at home

CMHA, 2020

lot or just don’t care I don’t see them at all...We openly
discuss it…My son has asthma so they know to let me
know if there is any risk at all. And we will talk about it
openly.
How has the pandemic impacted your mental health?
It did impact me and didn’t realize that until a month after
I started my new job…I lost my baby in February and
then COVID happened and…I didn’t realize I was
pushing everything aside, and just like putting all my
attention on my kids…I didn’t get to see my therapist as
much, I don’t get to see her at all, we do phone calls
and…I was starting to ignore that...ignoring myself…
ignoring my mental health. It all hit me at the end of July,
but I’m ok now, I talk to my therapist like every 2 weeks.
Has there been a difference in technology use for
members of the household (i.e. computers, phone,
TV)?
Yes, my 4 year old is addicted to his tablet now. It used to
only be 1 hour a day and now I have to rip it out of his
hand.
Continued on next page.

What tools are you using to cope during times of
stress?
People in Canada
At least once or twice a
week we get out of the city
and get into nature, we go
to the lake…where my kids
can run around and there
CMHA, 2020
is no fear of anybody.
That’s our normal now….
Exercise is a big one. I took advantage of being home
and started being more healthy.
CMHA 2020 study shows that people of color are
more likely to have trouble coping. The recent
anti-racism movement has been pointed to as a
factor. Has the experience of the co-occurring
phenomenon's impacted you and your family in any
way?

… I feel like the City [of GP] is doing more. A lot of the
reserves shut down when it was serious, but
now...well...my community in the High Prairie area got hit
really hard at first and now it’s not as serious there and
it’s like non-existent basically. We went down for a
funeral this past weekend in High Prairie and no one is
wearing masks, nobody is following the number of people
allowed in stores. So, I feel like they are taking it a lot
lighter because it’s “over” for them…The City is doing a
lot more, because they keep it relevant.
Like with my organization where I work we helped all the
off reserve members with some funding but the reserves
did a one time funding of like $100. So they didn’t really
help as much as they could’ve…financial help I should
say.

What keeps you up at night? What concerns weigh
heavy on your mind during this
Yes… me and my
pandemic?
mom are following a
Just how normal… how do I say
lot of that really
this… my community lost 2
closely. And…me
people to COVID and… [my
and [my partner] are
partner] lost a lot of family just
discussing it more
from natural causes this year and
with the kids. My
that’s just hitting me… like how
niece was staying
normal it is to lose people right
with us for a long
now… it just freaks me out.
time…she noticed it
I’m actually grateful that it
CMHA,
2020
[on TikTok]…her and
happened… I’m sorry for the
my son are really
people who got sick and who it
close so then my son started asking me “mommy, what’s really effected…but for my family, it actually brought us a
this? What’s going on?” He started seeing like riots
lot closer now…like at the time I wanted to…run away
and...so we are actually educating our boy on that a
from my family but now I am grateful I have the time with
lot...and my niece because she stay with us a lot.
them.. it really…it gave me the time I never had with my
kids. I was working since [my oldest son] was a baby and
During this pandemic have you had to assist
I only had 1 month at home [with my youngest son]. So it
extended family?
really actually helped me get to know my kids, I guess
Yes, and it was hard because [my partner] and I were on and get to know [my partner]…I didn’t realize how normal
EI and we actually had to get help just for our vehicle
it was for me to only see them a few hours a day.
because my vehicle, I had a flat tire and needed a new
tire so my extended family did help. And after that...my
cousin just had a baby and she was on [income
assistance] and because she was an off reserve member
at the time she was really, really struggling at the time so
I helped her…a lot. And it did dent my wallet but now I’m
grateful that I did because I feel like that’s why [current]
job showed up when it did.
Have you noticed any difference in the Indigenous
communities’ response to COVID compared to the
City of GP?

[ SOURCE: http://aloeperlis.blogspot.com/2018/08/wheel-of-life-template-blank.html ]

Wheel of Life Assessment

“As a First Nations woman, I find this to be quite
different from the Western modality of medicine in
which I was raised. I feel that the Western model of
medicine pushes the concept that if “you take this pill,
you’ll feel better,” or “if you don’t participate in this
treatment, then shame on you.” The Western model of
medicine lacks the spiritual connection that is often
sought when an Indigenous person is struggling or
ill.”
-Christine Miskonoodinkwe Smith
[Excerpt: How I use the teachings of the Medicine Wheel
in my healing journey [Read full story here ]

